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appreciated, and altitude training organized on an
individual rather than a team basis.

I do not attempt to offer physiological proof for
these conclusions, because it seems that although
altitude produces. certain physiological changes which
are retained for some time after return to sea level, there
is no proof that any alterations in performance are the
results of these changes. It appears certain that a number

of individuals do produce improved performances on
return to sea level from altitude, and although we do not
know to what extent this is the result of the altitude, the
fact that there is an improvement seems to be the factor
of over-riding importance. Therefore in the light of our
present knowledge I feel that altitude training should be
offered again on a future occasion, but with much
greater selectivity, and with a full appreciation of the
individual variations in response.

DISCUSSION

CHAIRMAN: I should like to thank Dr Owen for that most thoughtful analysis of what are necessarily incomplete
data, but data to which no one else has access; His caution and critical approach are extremely important.

The end-point of measurement of whether altitude was of benefit or not is the Olympic performance of the subject
concerned. You said that only five of those who had trained at altitude improved on their previous best performance at
Munich. Can you tell us how many were at St Moritz for altitude training? In other words, the five who improved were
out of a group of how many athletes?

MR DENIS WATTS (Principal National Coach, British Amateur Athletic Board): Five out of 22.

CHAIRMAN: Can you tell me how large was the group of middle distance runners, within the range offered altitude
training, who refused it?

MR ARTHUR GOLD (Honorary Secretary, British Amateur Athletic Board): A maximum of 30 were offered
altitude training, and 22 went.

CHAIRMAN: Usually we expect athletes to improve their performances at the Olympic Games with the extra
stimulus these provide. If only five out of 22 improved, that seems rather weak evidence for a benefit.

Would it be possible, through the medical advisers of the other Olympic associations, to produce more data along
these lines? I think these facts are far more important than the subjective views of teams about whether they felt good
afterwards, or would train at altitude again. They are the only objective sources that might give us a basis for judgment.
As I said, I attach far more weight to the Olympic outcome under maximal stress than I do to studies of fit policemen,
who cannot be motivated in the same way in any experiment.

MR HARRY WILSON (Athletics Coach): As far as Great Britain is concerned, it is a fallacy that our middle- and
long-distance athletes improve their performances at the Olympics. I analysed the results of the last three Olympic
Games. In two, I found that four people had improved their performances and in the other, nobody improved their
performance - that was in Mexico. The fact that five improved at Munich is quite significant because there are so many
other factors involved in Olympic Games performances.

In the 800m hardly anybody in the whole final ran up to their personal best, but that does not matter when it is
winning that counts. These factors have to be borne in mind.

DR MALCOLM READ (British Olympic Association): I should like to support this comment about analysis by
performance being the criterion. I stand ready to be corrected, but hardly any of the swimming team - who did not go
to St Mortiz - reached their previous best performance. We really must not take performance as being the criterion on
which the benefit of altitude is to be judged.

DR OWEN: It may be imperfect, but the other criteria may be even more imperfect.

MRS MARIA GOLDBERGER (Women's Ski Team Manager): I have been manager of the Olympic ladies ski team for
seven years, and we always train at altitude. I should like to make the following comments because I have a lot of
experience with this problem.

There seems to be a conflict between the physiological and psychological aspects of altitude training. At very high
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altitude, where we have to train, you can actually reach your top performance after training for a very short time. It is
an expensive method because it is possible to work for a maximum of two hours only at very high altitude. The conflict
between the manager, like myself, and the trainee who is not used to this training is solved if training is done
repetitively.

Has this altitude training for athletes been done frequently? I see an enormous improvement on subsequent training.
Half of my team are Scottish and half English, the latter having learned to ski in the Alps. During the first three training
periods, each lasting two to three weeks, the Scots usually cannot match the performance they achieve in Scotland.
However, after about a year they catch up and benefit from altitude training.

DR OWEN: do not know whether there is any evidence about repeated trips because I do not think they have been
done. In addition, your ski team goes up to these heights for a great deal longer than we could afford, either in terms of
money or time. appreciate your point completely.

DR NIGHTINGALE (Medical Officer, Modern Pentathalon Team): Are there any data for people whose
performance has been reduced after altitude training?

DR OWEN: have no data on this. But if performance is reduced after altitude training, it would be impossible to
prove whether it was due to the altitude or to some quite different factor.

DR NIGHTINGALE: If there is no reduction, there cannot be any harm.

DR OWEN: cannot even say that.

MR FRANK HORWILL (Southern Counties): Is it true that the higher one goes at altitude, the greater the
haemoglobin level rises?

DR OWEN: Yes, that is true, but it cannot be made use of.

MR HORWILL: Nevertheless, is there not a case for going to an extremely high altitude for two days to get this high
haemoglobin rise and then returning to a lower altitude?

DR OWEN: Speaking as a non-physiologist, I think there would not be much of a rise in two days, whatever the
altitude you went to.

CHAIRMAN: agree and, of course, the higher you go the less work you can do - and you also lose many other
necessary skills.

MR HORWILL: just thought that two days with an increase in haemoglobin, then coming down, might have a
better effect. Secondly, would draw attention to an article in the Nutrition Review of 1953 - I know this is a long
time ago - which stated that an increased frequency of meals (five meals a day, instead of three) at altitude led to the
ability to cope with a greater work load. Has any work been done on the nutritional aspect of altitude training?

DR OWEN: The best possible person to answer that would be Dr. Pugh, who probably knows all about it.

DR GRIFFITH PUGH (Medical Research Council): Not with regard to athletes ....

DR OWEN: No, but with regard to mountaineers.

DR PUGH: Of course, great altitudes depress the appetite and people develop all sorts of strange cravings for
different kinds of food. If they cannot have what they want, they will not eat at all. Problems like this do not arise at
the kind of altitude with which we are dealing now.

It is extremely difficult to establish experimentally, at these small altitudes, whether there is any improvement or

not, either physiologically, or empirically. This whole problem was realized as long ago as 1907 when Barcroft, coming
back from his expedition to Tenerife - which is at 7,000 ft (2,130m) - said they would have to go to higher altitude if
they were to obtain sufficiently large changes to be able to measure them convincingly. This is the whole problem we
are up against.
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It is a great pity that the athletic world cannot get together because there are about 8,000 competitors in the
Olympic Games. Surely the statisticians should be able to tell us something about these matters; if we could have access
to a sufficiently large population, many of these questions could be answered.

CHAIRMAN: This was the point I was trying to make about the size and nature of the samples - who went to
altitude, what were their performances in the Olympic Games?

DR PETER TRAVERS (St Luke's College, Exeter): We went to altitude, and came down five days before
competition. Now, after his discussions with other teams, it seems that Dr Owen considers that 14 days would be more
suitable. Might it not be that, in fact, we threw away many of the advantages of altitude training at St Moritz by
coming down too soon?

DR OWEN: I think that is perfectly true - we may well have done, but we knew no better at the time. Nevertheless
all the other countries did the same, so we were all in the same boat. I do not know whether we know any better now;
we only know what everybody else is beginning to think.

CHAIRMAN: Would you not agree that the problem of individual variation is such that there can never be an
absolute figure in terms of days, and that we are therefore dealing with a range? It is difficult to see how things could
be managed more precisely next time - probably the rules of about three weeks up and about seven days down are
broadly satisfactory.

MR STEPHEN HOLLINGS (Liverpool University): Can you tell me the basis on which you decided the time we
should stay at altitude, the time we actually worked at altitude sub-maximally, and the time we went down to Munich?

DR OWEN: On various people's experimental work. It appeared, in general, that three weeks was accepted as being
the minimum time necessary, and the maximum time possible. To go for more than three weeks is extremely difficult
for people who are doing a job - it is hard financially. We have to find the minimum time during which we think we
can obtain a reasonable response. We decided that three weeks was that minimum time.

As you know, we aimed to bring the competitors down four to five days before the Games started - as, indeed, did
every other country, except possibly the Rumanian canoe team. However, in the light of what I have discovered since, I
would prefer to make it seven to 10 days.
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